How to create your Graphic Designs Incredibly Attractive
Graphics designing is the art of communication using visual way. It includes the use of text and photographs to
carry a message. It is a complex art and for something extraordinary and memorable to be created, it requires
the combination of several things. This consists of creativity and precise planning.
Color: an attractive design is one with the right colors in the right combinations. One thing most people do not

realize is the fact that colors affect emotions. That is to say that the type of color you use in your design will
determine the feeling people will attach to it. This simply means that for your design to communicate what you
want it to, you have to use the right colors.
Font: yet another thing that constitutes attractive graphic designing is the font. Just like color, the type of font

used in a particular design communicates what it is about. The type of font you use in your design will project
an image which you have to ensure is the right one. For example, a cursive font will project an image that will
be considered inappropriate for a professional design.
Simplicity: an attractive design is one that is minimalistic in nature. That is to say, you communicate your

message in the simplest way possible. An attractive design does not use too many colors. It also uses a select
number of fonts that are themselves simple and for the purpose of effective communication. If you are looking
to create a design that appeals to your audience, be minimal. Attempt to communicate your message in the
simplest way possible. In order words, eliminate the fuzz in your graphics designing.
Proximity: another element of an attractive design is proximity. This refers to how close or far apart objects in

your design are. Proximity is used to create order in a design which usually translates to attractiveness. Keep
similar objects close to each other in your design. This allows them to be easily picked out by your audience
which, in effect, makes it attractive.
Experience and Experimentation: in order to make attractive designs, there is a need for experience.

Experience is an attribute that can best be gotten through experimentation. Examine the designs you consider
attractive and pick out those elements you feel make them so. Then, make use of these in creating your own
designs. When you do this constantly, you will develop an intuition that will help you in creating incredibly
attractive designs.
The above is a guide meant for those who want to improve their graphic designing skills. If implemented, you
are sure to start creating attractive designs in no time.

